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Differential Equations, Student Solutions Manual
Introduction to Partial Differential Equations
Does entropy really increase no matter what we do? Can light pass through a Big Bang? What is certain about the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle? Many laws of physics are formulated in terms of differential equations, and the questions
above are about the nature of their solutions. This book puts together the three main aspects of the topic of partial
differential equations, namely theory, phenomenology, and applications, from a contemporary point of view. In addition to
the three principal examples of the wave equation, the heat equation, and Laplace's equation, the book has chapters on
dispersion and the Schrödinger equation, nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws, and shock waves. The book covers
material for an introductory course that is aimed at beginning graduate or advanced undergraduate level students. Readers
should be conversant with multivariate calculus and linear algebra. They are also expected to have taken an introductory
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level course in analysis. Each chapter includes a comprehensive set of exercises, and most chapters have additional
projects, which are intended to give students opportunities for more in-depth and open-ended study of solutions of partial
differential equations and their properties.

Differential Equations with Boundary Value Problems
Combining both the classical theory and numerical techniques for partial differential equations, this thoroughly modern
approach shows the significance of computations in PDEs and illustrates the strong interaction between mathematical
theory and the development of numerical methods. Great care has been taken throughout the book to seek a sound
balance between these techniques. The authors present the material at an easy pace and exercises ranging from the
straightforward to the challenging have been included. In addition there are some "projects" suggested, either to refresh
the students memory of results needed in this course, or to extend the theories developed in the text. Suitable for
undergraduate and graduate students in mathematics and engineering.

Ordinary Differential Equations
Unlike other books in the market, this second edition presents differential equations consistent with the way scientists and
engineers use modern methods in their work. Technology is used freely, with more emphasis on modeling, graphical
representation, qualitative concepts, and geometric intuition than on theoretical issues. It also refers to larger-scale
computations that computer algebra systems and DE solvers make possible. And more exercises and examples involving
working with data and devising the model provide scientists and engineers with the tools needed to model complex realworld situations.

A Course on Partial Differential Equations
Excellent introductory text for students with one year of calculus. Topics include complex numbers, determinants,
orthonormal bases, symmetric and hermitian matrices, first order non-linear equations, linear differential equations, Laplace
transforms, Bessel functions and boundary-value problems. Includes 48 black-and-white illustrations. Exercises with
solutions. Index.

Student Solutions Manual to Accompany a Modern Introduction to Differential Equations
Useful Concepts and Results at the Heart of Linear AlgebraA one- or two-semester course for a wide variety of students at
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the sophomore/junior undergraduate levelA Modern Introduction to Linear Algebra provides a rigorous yet accessible matrixoriented introduction to the essential concepts of linear algebra. Concrete, easy-to-understand examples m

Differential Equations
The description for this book, Introduction to Partial Differential Equations. (MN-17), Volume 17, will be forthcoming.

Partial Differential Equations
Designed to introduce students to the theory and applications of differential equations and to help them formulate scientific
problems in terms of such equations, this undergraduate-level text emphasizes applications to problems in biology,
economics, engineering, and physics. This edition also includes material on discontinuous solutions, Riccati and Euler
equations, and linear difference equations.

Introduction to Partial Differential Equations
Brannan/Boyce’s Differential Equations: An Introduction to Modern Methods and Applications, 3rd Edition is consistent with
the way engineers and scientists use mathematics in their daily work. The text emphasizes a systems approach to the
subject and integrates the use of modern computing technology in the context of contemporary applications from
engineering and science. The focus on fundamental skills, careful application of technology, and practice in modeling
complex systems prepares students for the realities of the new millennium, providing the building blocks to be successful
problem-solvers in today’s workplace. Section exercises throughout the text provide hands-on experience in modeling,
analysis, and computer experimentation. Projects at the end of each chapter provide additional opportunities for students
to explore the role played by differential equations in the sciences and engineering.

A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations
Lectures on Differential Equations provides a clear and concise presentation of differential equations for undergraduates
and beginning graduate students. There is more than enough material here for a year-long course. In fact, the text
developed from the author's notes for three courses: the undergraduate introduction to ordinary differential equations, the
undergraduate course in Fourier analysis and partial differential equations, and a first graduate course in differential
equations. The first four chapters cover the classical syllabus for the undergraduate ODE course leavened by a modern
awareness of computing and qualitative methods. The next two chapters contain a well-developed exposition of linear and
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nonlinear systems with a similarly fresh approach. The final two chapters cover boundary value problems, Fourier analysis,
and the elementary theory of PDEs. The author makes a concerted effort to use plain language and to always start from a
simple example or application. The presentation should appeal to, and be readable by, students, especially students in
engineering and science. Without being excessively theoretical, the book does address a number of unusual topics:
Massera's theorem, Lyapunov's inequality, the isoperimetric inequality, numerical solutions of nonlinear boundary value
problems, and more. There are also some new approaches to standard topics including a rethought presentation of series
solutions and a nonstandard, but more intuitive, proof of the existence and uniqueness theorem. The collection of problems
is especially rich and contains many very challenging exercises. Philip Korman is professor of mathematics at the University
of Cincinnati. He is the author of over one hundred research articles in differential equations and the monograph Global
Solution Curves for Semilinear Elliptic Equations. Korman has served on the editorial boards of Communications on Applied
Nonlinear Analysis, Electronic Journal of Differential Equations, SIAM Review, an\ d Differential Equations and Applications.

Lectures on Differential Equations
For the past several years the Division of Applied Mathematics at Brown University has been teaching an extremely popular
sophomore level differential equations course. The immense success of this course is due primarily to two fac tors. First,
and foremost, the material is presented in a manner which is rigorous enough for our mathematics and ap plied
mathematics majors, but yet intuitive and practical enough for our engineering, biology, economics, physics and geology
majors. Secondly, numerous case histories are given of how researchers have used differential equations to solve real life
problems. This book is the outgrowth of this course. It is a rigorous treatment of differential equations and their appli
cations, and can be understood by anyone who has had a two semester course in Calculus. It contains all the material
usually covered in a one or two semester course in differen tial equations. In addition, it possesses the following unique
features which distinguish it from other textbooks on differential equations.

Student Solutions Manual, A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations
A thoroughly modern textbook for the sophomore-level differential equations course. The examples and exercises
emphasize modeling not only in engineering and physics but also in applied mathematics and biology. There is an early
introduction to numerical methods and, throughout, a strong emphasis on the qualitative viewpoint of dynamical systems.
Bifurcations and analysis of parameter variation is a persistent theme. Presuming previous exposure to only two semesters
of calculus, necessary linear algebra is developed as needed. The exposition is very clear and inviting. The book would
serve well for use in a flipped-classroom pedagogical approach or for self-study for an advanced undergraduate or
beginning graduate student. This second edition of Noonburg's best-selling textbook includes two new chapters on partial
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differential equations, making the book usable for a two-semester sequence in differential equations. It includes exercises,
examples, and extensive student projects taken from the current mathematical and scientific literature.

Differential Equations with Boundary Value Problems
A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations, Third Edition, provides an introduction to the basic concepts of differential
equations. The book begins by introducing the basic concepts of differential equations, focusing on the analytical, graphical
and numerical aspects of first-order equations, including slope fields and phase lines. The comprehensive resource then
covers methods of solving second-order homogeneous and nonhomogeneous linear equations with constant coefficients,
systems of linear differential equations, the Laplace transform and its applications to the solution of differential equations
and systems of differential equations, and systems of nonlinear equations. Throughout the text, valuable pedagogical
features support learning and teaching. Each chapter concludes with a summary of important concepts, and figures and
tables are provided to help students visualize or summarize concepts. The book also includes examples and updated
exercises drawn from biology, chemistry, and economics, as well as from traditional pure mathematics, physics, and
engineering. Offers an accessible and highly readable resource to engage students Introduces qualitative and numerical
methods early to build understanding Includes a large number of exercises from biology, chemistry, economics, physics and
engineering Provides exercises that are labeled based on difficulty/sophistication and end-of-chapter summaries

Solutions for Ordinary Differential Equations with Modern Applications, Third Edition
Unlike other books in the market, this second edition presents differential equations consistent with the way scientists and
engineers use modern methods in their work. Technology is used freely, with more emphasis on modeling, graphical
representation, qualitative concepts, and geometric intuition than on theoretical issues. It also refers to larger-scale
computations that computer algebra systems and DE solvers make possible. And more exercises and examples involving
working with data and devising the model provide scientists and engineers with the tools needed to model complex realworld situations.

Introduction to Partial Differential Equations
David Poole's innovative LINEAR ALGEBRA: A MODERN INTRODUCTION, 4e emphasizes a vectors approach and better
prepares students to make the transition from computational to theoretical mathematics. Balancing theory and
applications, the book is written in a conversational style and combines a traditional presentation with a focus on studentcentered learning. Theoretical, computational, and applied topics are presented in a flexible yet integrated way. Stressing
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geometric understanding before computational techniques, vectors and vector geometry are introduced early to help
students visualize concepts and develop mathematical maturity for abstract thinking. Additionally, the book includes ample
applications drawn from a variety of disciplines, which reinforce the fact that linear algebra is a valuable tool for modeling
real-life problems. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.

Differential Equations with Boundary Value Problems
This text explores the essentials of partial differential equations as applied to engineering and the physical sciences.
Discusses ordinary differential equations, integral curves and surfaces of vector fields, the Cauchy-Kovalevsky theory, more.
Problems and answers.

Applied Partial Differential Equations: An Introduction
Unlike other books in the market, this second edition presents differential equations consistent with the way scientists and
engineers use modern methods in their work. Technology is used freely, with more emphasis on modeling, graphical
representation, qualitative concepts, and geometric intuition than on theoretical issues. It also refers to larger–scale
computations that computer algebra systems and DE solvers make possible. And more exercises and examples involving
working with data and devising the model provide scientists and engineers with the tools needed to model complex
real–world situations.

A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations
This refreshing, introductory textbook covers both standard techniques for solving ordinary differential equations, as well as
introducing students to qualitative methods such as phase-plane analysis. The presentation is concise, informal yet
rigorous; it can be used either for 1-term or 1-semester courses. Topics such as Euler's method, difference equations, the
dynamics of the logistic map, and the Lorenz equations, demonstrate the vitality of the subject, and provide pointers to
further study. The author also encourages a graphical approach to the equations and their solutions, and to that end the
book is profusely illustrated. The files to produce the figures using MATLAB are all provided in an accompanying website.
Numerous worked examples provide motivation for and illustration of key ideas and show how to make the transition from
theory to practice. Exercises are also provided to test and extend understanding: solutions for these are available for
teachers.
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Differential Equations, Binder Ready Version
Many textbooks on differential equations are written to be interesting to the teacher rather than the student. Introduction to
Differential Equations with Dynamical Systems is directed toward students. This concise and up-to-date textbook addresses
the challenges that undergraduate mathematics, engineering, and science students experience during a first course on
differential equations. And, while covering all the standard parts of the subject, the book emphasizes linear constant
coefficient equations and applications, including the topics essential to engineering students. Stephen Campbell and
Richard Haberman--using carefully worded derivations, elementary explanations, and examples, exercises, and figures
rather than theorems and proofs--have written a book that makes learning and teaching differential equations easier and
more relevant. The book also presents elementary dynamical systems in a unique and flexible way that is suitable for all
courses, regardless of length.

A First Course in Ordinary Differential Equations
A Contemporary Approach to Teaching Differential Equations Applied Differential Equations: An Introduction presents a
contemporary treatment of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and an introduction to partial differential equations
(PDEs), including their applications in engineering and the sciences. Designed for a two-semester undergraduate course,
the text offers a true alternative to books published for past generations of students. It enables students majoring in a
range of fields to obtain a solid foundation in differential equations. The text covers traditional material, along with novel
approaches to mathematical modeling that harness the capabilities of numerical algorithms and popular computer software
packages. It contains practical techniques for solving the equations as well as corresponding codes for numerical solvers.
Many examples and exercises help students master effective solution techniques, including reliable numerical
approximations. This book describes differential equations in the context of applications and presents the main techniques
needed for modeling and systems analysis. It teaches students how to formulate a mathematical model, solve differential
equations analytically and numerically, analyze them qualitatively, and interpret the results.

Introduction to Linear Algebra and Differential Equations
This brief modern introduction to the subject of ordinary differential equations emphasizes stability theory. Concisely and
lucidly expressed, it is intended as a supplementary text for advanced undergraduates or beginning graduate students who
have completed a first course in ordinary differential equations. The author begins by developing the notions of a
fundamental system of solutions, the Wronskian, and the corresponding fundamental matrix. Subsequent chapters explore
the linear equation with constant coefficients, stability theory for autonomous and nonautonomous systems, and the
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problems of the existence and uniqueness of solutions and related topics. Problems at the end of each chapter and two
Appendixes on special topics enrich the text.

Engineering Differential Equations
Modern Differential Equations
The mathematical formulations of problems in physics, economics, biology, and other sciences are usually embodied in
differential equations. The analysis of the resulting equations then provides new insight into the original problems. This
book describes the tools for performing that analysis. The first chapter treats single differential equations, emphasizing
linear and nonlinear first order equations, linear second order equations, and a class of nonlinear second order equations
arising from Newton's laws. The first order linear theory starts with a self-contained presentation of the exponential and
trigonometric functions, which plays a central role in the subsequent development of this chapter. Chapter 2 provides a
mini-course on linear algebra, giving detailed treatments of linear transformations, determinants and invertibility,
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and generalized eigenvectors. This treatment is more detailed than that in most differential
equations texts, and provides a solid foundation for the next two chapters. Chapter 3 studies linear systems of differential
equations. It starts with the matrix exponential, melding material from Chapters 1 and 2, and uses this exponential as a key
tool in the linear theory. Chapter 4 deals with nonlinear systems of differential equations. This uses all the material
developed in the first three chapters and moves it to a deeper level. The chapter includes theoretical studies, such as the
fundamental existence and uniqueness theorem, but also has numerous examples, arising from Newtonian physics,
mathematical biology, electrical circuits, and geometrical problems. These studies bring in variational methods, a fertile
source of nonlinear systems of differential equations. The reader who works through this book will be well prepared for
advanced studies in dynamical systems, mathematical physics, and partial differential equations.

Ordinary Differential Equations and Stability Theory:
A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations, Second Edition, provides an introduction to the basic concepts of
differential equations. The book begins by introducing the basic concepts of differential equations, focusing on the
analytical, graphical, and numerical aspects of first-order equations, including slope fields and phase lines. The discussions
then cover methods of solving second-order homogeneous and nonhomogeneous linear equations with constant
coefficients; systems of linear differential equations; the Laplace transform and its applications to the solution of differential
equations and systems of differential equations; and systems of nonlinear equations. Each chapter concludes with a
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summary of the important concepts in the chapter. Figures and tables are provided within sections to help students
visualize or summarize concepts. The book also includes examples and exercises drawn from biology, chemistry, and
economics, as well as from traditional pure mathematics, physics, and engineering. This book is designed for undergraduate
students majoring in mathematics, the natural sciences, and engineering. However, students in economics, business, and
the social sciences with the necessary background will also find the text useful. Student friendly readability- assessible to
the average student Early introduction of qualitative and numerical methods Large number of exercises taken from biology,
chemistry, economics, physics and engineering Exercises are labeled depending on difficulty/sophistication End of chapter
summaries Group projects

Introduction to Differential Equations
This new book from one of the most published authors in all of mathematics is an attempt to offer a new, more modern take
on the Differential Equations course. The world is changing. Because of the theory of wavelets, Fourier analysis is ever more
important and central. And applications are a driving force behind much of mathematics.This text text presents a more
balanced picture. The text covers differential equations (both ordinary and partial), Fourier analysis and applications in
equal measure and with equal weight. The Riemann integral is used throughout. We do not assume that the student knows
any functional analysis. We likewise do not assume that the student has had a course in undergraduate real analysis. To
make the book timely and exciting, a substantial chapter on basic properties of wavelets, with applications to signal
processing and image processing is included. This should give students and instructors alike a taste of what is happening in
the subject today.

Applied Differential Equations
This book is a reader-friendly, relatively short introduction to the modern theory of linear partial differential equations. An
effort has been made to present complete proofs in an accessible and self-contained form. The first three chapters are on
elementary distribution theory and Sobolev spaces with many examples and applications to equations with constant
coefficients. The following chapters study the Cauchy problem for parabolic and hyperbolic equations, boundary value
problems for elliptic equations, heat trace asymptotics, and scattering theory. The book also covers microlocal analysis,
including the theory of pseudodifferential and Fourier integral operators, and the propagation of singularities for operators
of real principal type. Among the more advanced topics are the global theory of Fourier integral operators and the
geometric optics construction in the large, the Atiyah-Singer index theorem in $\mathbb R^n$, and the oblique derivative
problem.
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Differential Equations: From Calculus to Dynamical Systems: Second Edition
Partial Differential Equations presents a balanced and comprehensive introduction to the concepts and techniques required
to solve problems containing unknown functions of multiple variables. While focusing on the three most classical partial
differential equations (PDEs)—the wave, heat, and Laplace equations—this detailed text also presents a broad practical
perspective that merges mathematical concepts with real-world application in diverse areas including molecular structure,
photon and electron interactions, radiation of electromagnetic waves, vibrations of a solid, and many more. Rigorous
pedagogical tools aid in student comprehension; advanced topics are introduced frequently, with minimal technical jargon,
and a wealth of exercises reinforce vital skills and invite additional self-study. Topics are presented in a logical progression,
with major concepts such as wave propagation, heat and diffusion, electrostatics, and quantum mechanics placed in
contexts familiar to students of various fields in science and engineering. By understanding the properties and applications
of PDEs, students will be equipped to better analyze and interpret central processes of the natural world.

Modern Methods in Partial Differential Equations
An Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations
Student Solutions Manual, A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations

Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations
When first published in 1977, this volume made recent accomplishments in its field available to advanced undergraduates
and beginning graduate students of mathematics. Now it remains a permanent, much-cited contribution to the everexpanding literature.

Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction
This book presents a modern introduction to analytical and numerical techniques for solving ordinary differential equations
(ODEs). Contrary to the traditional format—the theorem-and-proof format—the book is focusing on analytical and numerical
methods. The book supplies a variety of problems and examples, ranging from the elementary to the advanced level, to
introduce and study the mathematics of ODEs. The analytical part of the book deals with solution techniques for scalar firstorder and second-order linear ODEs, and systems of linear ODEs—with a special focus on the Laplace transform, operator
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techniques and power series solutions. In the numerical part, theoretical and practical aspects of Runge-Kutta methods for
solving initial-value problems and shooting methods for linear two-point boundary-value problems are considered. The book
is intended as a primary text for courses on the theory of ODEs and numerical treatment of ODEs for advanced
undergraduate and early graduate students. It is assumed that the reader has a basic grasp of elementary calculus, in
particular methods of integration, and of numerical analysis. Physicists, chemists, biologists, computer scientists and
engineers whose work involves solving ODEs will also find the book useful as a reference work and tool for independent
study. The book has been prepared within the framework of a German–Iranian research project on mathematical methods
for ODEs, which was started in early 2012.

A Modern Introduction to Linear Algebra
This modern take on partial differential equations does not require knowledge beyond vector calculus and linear algebra.
The author focuses on the most important classical partial differential equations, including conservation equations and their
characteristics, the wave equation, the heat equation, function spaces, and Fourier series, drawing on tools from analysis
only as they arise. Within each section the author creates a narrative that answers the five questions: What is the scientific
problem we are trying to understand? How do we model that with PDE? What techniques can we use to analyze the PDE?
How do those techniques apply to this equation? What information or insight did we obtain by developing and analyzing the
PDE? The text stresses the interplay between modeling and mathematical analysis, providing a thorough source of
problems and an inspiration for the development of methods.

A Course in Ordinary Differential Equations
Skillfully organized introductory text examines origin of differential equations, then defines basic terms and outlines the
general solution of a differential equation. Subsequent sections deal with integrating factors; dilution and accretion
problems; linearization of first order systems; Laplace Transforms; Newton's Interpolation Formulas, more.

Introduction to Partial Differential Equations with Applications
Differential Equations: An Introduction to Modern Methods and Applications is a textbook designed for a first course in
differential equations commonly taken by undergraduates majoring in engineering or science. It emphasizes a systems
approach to the subject and integrates the use of modern computing technology in the context of contemporary
applications from engineering and science. Section exercises throughout the text are designed to give students hands-on
experience in modeling, analysis, and computer experimentation. Optional projects at the end of each chapter provide
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additional opportunitites for students to explore the role played by differential equations in scientific and engineering
problems of a more serious nature.

Introduction to Differential Equations with Dynamical Systems
This book is a comprehensive treatment of engineering undergraduate differential equations as well as linear vibrations and
feedback control. While this material has traditionally been separated into different courses in undergraduate engineering
curricula. This text provides a streamlined and efficient treatment of material normally covered in three courses. Ultimately,
engineering students study mathematics in order to be able to solve problems within the engineering realm. Engineering
Differential Equations: Theory and Applications guides students to approach the mathematical theory with much greater
interest and enthusiasm by teaching the theory together with applications. Additionally, it includes an abundance of
detailed examples. Appendices include numerous C and FORTRAN example programs. This book is intended for engineering
undergraduate students, particularly aerospace and mechanical engineers and students in other disciplines concerned with
mechanical systems analysis and control. Prerequisites include basic and advanced calculus with an introduction to linear
algebra.

Lectures on Linear Partial Differential Equations
This book is written to meet the needs of undergraduates in applied mathematics, physics and engineering studying partial
differential equations. It is a more modern, comprehensive treatment intended for students who need more than the purely
numerical solutions provided by programs like the MATLAB PDE Toolbox, and those obtained by the method of separation of
variables, which is usually the only theoretical approach found in the majority of elementary textbooks. This will fill a need
in the market for a more modern text for future working engineers, and one that students can read and understand much
more easily than those currently on the market. * Includes new and important materials necessary to meet current
demands made by diverse applications * Very detailed solutions to odd numbered problems to help students * Instructor's
Manual Available

Modern Elementary Differential Equations
This book is based on notes from a beginning graduate course on partial differential equations. Prerequisites for using the
book are a solid undergraduate course in real analysis. There are more than 100 exercises in the book. Some of them are
just exercises, whereas others, even though they do require new ideas to solve them, provide additional important
information about the subject.
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Differential Equations
The first contemporary textbook on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to include instructions on MATLAB, Mathematica,
and Maple A Course in Ordinary Differential Equations focuses on applications and methods of analytical and numerical
solutions, emphasizing approaches used in the typical engineering, physics, or mathematics student's field o

Invitation to Partial Differential Equations
1. Introduction to Differential Equations. Introduction. A Graphical Approach to Solutions: Slope Fields and Direction Fields.
Summary. Review Exercises. 2. First Order Equations. Separable Equations. First-Order Linear Equations. Substitution
Methods and Special Equations. Exact Equations. Theory of First-Order-Equations. Numerical Methods for First-Order
Equations. Summary. Review Exercises. Differential Equations at Work. Modeling the Spread of a Disease. Linear Population
Model with Harvesting. Logistic Model with Harvesting. Logistic Model with Predation. 3. Applications of First Order
Equations. Population Growth and Decay. Newton's Law of Cooling and Related Problems. Free-Falling Bodies. Summary.
Review Exercises. Chapter 3 Differential Equations at Work. Mathematics of Finance. Algae Growth. Dialysis. Antibiotic
Production. 4. Higher Order Equations. Second-Order Equations: An Introduction. Solutions of Second-Order Linear
Homogeneous Equations with Constant Coefficients. Higher Order Equations: An Introduction. Solutions to Higher Order
Linear Homogeneous Equations with Constant Coefficients. Introduction to Solving Nonhomogeneous Equations with
Constant Coefficients: Method of Undetermined Coefficients. Nonhomogeneous Equations with Constant Coefficients:
Variation of Parameters. Cauchy-Euler Equations. Series Solutions of Ordinary Differential Equations. Summary. Review
Exercises. Differential Equations at Work. Testing for Diabetes. Modeling the Motion of a Skier. The Schröinger Equation. 5.
Applications of Higher Order Equations. Simple Harmonic Motion. Damped Motion. Forced Motion. Other Applications. The
Pendulum Problem. Summary. Review Exercises. Differential Equations at Work. Rack-and-Gear Systems. Soft Springs. Hard
Springs. Aging Springs. Bodé Plots. 6. Systems of First Order Equations. Introduction. Review of Matrix Algebra and Calculus.
Preliminary Definitions and Notation. First-Order Linear Homogeneous Systems with Constant Coefficients. First-Order
Linear Nonhomogeneous Systems: Undetermined Coefficients and Variation of Parameters. Phase Portraits. Nonlinear
Systems. Numerical Methods. Summary. Review Exercises. Differential Equations at Work. Modeling a Fox Population in
Which Rabies is Present. Controlling the Spread of Disease. FitzHugh-Nagumo Model. 7. Applications of First-Order Systems.
Mechanical and Electrical Problems with First-Order Linear Systems. Diffusion and Population Problems with First-Order
Linear Systems. Nonlinear Systems of Equations. Summary. Review Exercises. Differential Equations at Work. Competing
Species. Food Chains. Chemical Reactor. 8. Laplace Transforms. The Laplace Transform: Preliminary Definitions and
Notation. Solving Initial-Value Problems with the Laplace Transform. Laplace Transforms of Several Important Functions.
The Convolution Theorem. Laplace Transform Methods for Solving Systems. Applications Using Laplace Transforms.
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Summary. Review Exercises. Differential Equations at Work. The Tautochrone. Vibration Absorbers. Airplane Wing. Free
Vibration of a Three-Story Building. Control Systems. 9. Fourier Series. Boundary-Value Problems, Eigenvalue Problems,
Sturm-Liouville Problems. Fourier Sine Series and Cosine Series. Fourier Series. Generalized Fourier Series. Summary.
Review Exercises. Differential Equations at Work. Free Vibration of a Three-Story Building. Forced Damped Spring-Mass
System. Approximations with Fourier Series. 10. Partial Differential Equations. Introduction to Partial Differential Equations
and Separation of Variables. The One-Dimensional Heat Equation. The One-Dimensional Wave Equation. Problems in Two
Dimensions: Laplace's Equation. Two-Dimensional Problems in a Circular Region. Summary. Review Exercises. Differential
Equations at Work. Laplace Transforms. Waves in a Steel Rod. Media Sterilization. Numerical Methods for Solving Partial
Differential Equations. Answers to Selected Questions. Index.

Differential Equations and Their Applications
Combining traditional material with a modern systems approach, this handbook provides a thorough introduction to
differential equations, tempering its classic "pure math" approach with more practical applied aspects. Features up-to-date
coverage of key topics such as first order equations, matrix algebra, systems, and phase plane portraits. Illustrates complex
concepts through extensive detailed figures. Focuses on interpreting and solving problems through optional technology
projects. For anyone interested in learning more about differential equations.
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